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Maths 

As ever, I shan’t be answering the previous set of multiplication questions; you can manage that 

yourselves.  

Please follow this link https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

You should be able to see the answers to the previous lesson’s questions if you haven’t already 

marked them.  

Using the pink bars near the top of the page, please navigate to Summer Term Week 3 and access 

the second of the lessons there – Compare and order fractions. Given the standard of fraction work 

that you were getting done in the run up to SATS, this should be an absolute piece of cake for you 

all.  

You will also find below your multiplications for the day towards the bottom of this document. 
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English 

The Mark scheme for the reading comprehension from yesterday can be found below the 

multiplication questions below. 

 

 

Today is grammar day. 

Standard English 
When writing in Standard English it is important to avoid the use of the double negative. 

For example: We didn’t do nothing, should be written, We didn’t do anything. 

Rewrite these sentences in Standard English so they do not contain 

double negatives. 

1.She didn’t give me nothing. 

2. He didn’t know nobody. 

3. Tom never took no money. 

4. Emma wasn’t nowhere to be seen. 

5. He never has no sweets. 

6. There isn’t no point in going. 

7. She hasn’t got no friends. 

8. He never saw nothing. 

9. Bob hadn’t been given no presents. 

10.They wasn’t nowhere around 

Rewrite this letter, correcting it so it is written in Standard English. 

 

Dear Rachel, 

Thank you for the present what you sent me. I’ve never had no model kits before. 

My Mum said it were a good idea. Don’t forget to send me them pictures of your 

birthday party. Me and my brother Sam is going to the circus. Mum said there wasn’t 

no point asking you to come, as you live too far away. I ain’t got no more news. 

When we has been to the circus I will tell you how me and Sam enjoyed it. 

Write to tell me what you is doing. 

Love, 

Kate XXX 
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Challenge 3 

Do your physical exercise 

Continue with the collecting of the data for your Virus/Corona/Covid line graph. Only three more 

days of this now. 

 

Continue with researching and writing your RE project. 
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7 X 9=  8 X 2=  7 X 3=  7 X 8=  9 X 7=  9 X 4= 

 

8 X 4=  8 X 9=  8 X 7=  3 X 6=  7 X 9=  6 X 7= 

 

8 X 2=  7 X 6=  4 X 7=  6 X 2=  3 X 5=  6 X 7= 

 

6 X 5=  8 X 7=  3 X 9=  8 X 3=  7 X 4=  8 X 6= 

 

9 X 8=  7 X 8=  8 X 6=  4 X 7=  8 X 4=  3 X 8= 

 

6 X 7=  4 X 10=  6 X 7=  8 X 4=  3 X 8=  9 X 8= 

 

5 X 3=  4 X 8=  4 X 7=  8 X 8=  7 X 6=  4 X 7= 

 

4 X 6=  9 X 8=  7 X 6=  8 X 3=  7 X 9=  9 X 5= 

 

7 X 6=  8 X 2=  4 X 7=  6 X 3=  7 X 5=  9 X 8= 

 

8 X 9=  6 X 7=  7 X 4=  3 X 8=  4 X 9=  8 X 2= 
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Reading Mark Scheme 

 

  

1.      Delighted 

1 mark 

2.      Award 1 mark for answers that identify any of the following: 

1.      a comparison of the qualities of the landing with the qualities of 

poetry, eg:  

•      poetry is complicated but also intricate, just like landing a space 

ship  

•      it’s the most moving thing and it lifts people’s spirits like poetry 

can. 

2.      the landing was his real work / achievement, eg:  

•      it’s his talent in life, he’s good at that not poetry  

•      it was his masterpiece, his work of art, the thing he did. 

3.      actions are his way of communicating, eg:  

•      he landed it with such grace his landing speaks for him  

•      because he’s an astronaut and words can’t describe it, it 

describes itself. 

Do not accept: 

■       the quotation Neil Armstrong is an astronaut, not a poet  

■       generic positive qualities applied to poetry and landing, eg:  

•      beautiful  

•      special. 

1 mark 

3.      Award 1 mark for answers that identify either of the following descriptions 

of the movement: 
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1.      fast, eg:  

•      they raced out  

•      it moves incredibly quickly. 

2.      forcefully / powerfully, eg:  

•      it suggests that they move violently  

•      it bursts out. 

1 mark 

4.      Award 1 mark for answers that identify either of the following: 

1.      he is inexperienced at / new to walking on the Moon, eg;  

•      it also suggests he’s not used to the environment  

•      he’s a learner and needs more practice. 

2.      he is trying to discover the best way to walk on the Moon, eg;  

•      he is learning the techniques of walking in space  

•      he is trying to find an efficient way to walk. 

1 mark 
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5.      Acceptable points: 

  

Feeling: Likely evidence: 

1.  his sense of awe / 

     wonder (at the view)  

•   He looks up at the half-dark Earth  

•   can make out the slowly rotating shapes of 

     North Africa and the Middle East  

•   realizes that the soil next to his boots has lain 

     untroubled by life since before those 

     continents existed 

2.  his sense of honour / 

     privilege / being one of 

     the first people there  

•   he’s covered in goose bumps  

•   realizes that the soil next to his boots has lain 

     untroubled by life since before those 

     continents existed 

3.  nervous / anxious / 

     afraid  

•   he’s covered in goose bumps  

•   cracking a joke 

4.  excited •   he’s covered in goose bumps 

5.  relieved / reassured  •   He likes the reduced gravity, is glad of its 

     attention  

•   after the weightlessness of space, which feels 

     lonesome to him 

6.  alone / lonely / 

     isolated / separated  

•   is glad of its attention  

•   feels lonesome to him  

•   as though he’s nowhere 

•   He looks up at the half-dark Earth 

7.  light-hearted / relaxed  •   Aldrin chips in, too  

•   cracking a joke 

8.  insignificant •   realizes that the soil next to his boots has lain 

     untroubled by life since before those 

     continents existed 

Award 3 marks for answers that clearly identify at least two acceptable 
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points, both with supporting evidence, eg:  

•      we learn that he is feeling happy because of the quote ‘Aldrin 

joins him cracking a joke’, this suggests that he is ecstatic that 

he got to the moon, and is in a good mood. Secondly, he is a 

little bit scared as evidenced by ‘he’s covered in goosebumps’ if 

you have goosebumps you are scared, so that shows his fear 

[AP7 + support, AP3 + support]  

•      we learn that he is in awe of how untouched it is, and that he is 

scared and excited, we know this because of the goosebumps 

he had as he stepped away from the lunar module. [AP1 + 

support, AP3 and AP4, both supported by the same evidence]  

Award 2 marks for answers that either identify at least one acceptable 

point with supporting evidence or that identify at least two acceptable 

points without supporting evidence, eg:  

•      I think he feels that he isn’t important as he realises the soil next 

to his boots has lain untouched since before those continents 

existed [AP8 + support]  

•      that he’s cold and scared. That he’s happy and relieved. [AP3, 

AP7 + AP5] 

Award 1 mark for answers that identify one acceptable point, eg:  

•      Aldrin’s feelings are a bit scared [AP3]  

•      he must be very proud of being on the moon. [AP2]  

Accept the same evidence for more than one acceptable point, if 

appropriate. 

Do not accept a feeling supported by evidence relating to the wrong 

character (Armstrong), eg:  

•      he’s nervous because he walks hesitantly. 

up to 3 marks 

6.      Award 1 mark for answers that recognise that a call is being made to the 

Moon / outside of the Earth, eg:  

•      because he is calling from the white house up into space, which 

seems impossible  
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•      because it’s the first phone call ever made where the receiving 

end is out of this world. 

Also accept  

■       it’s the furthest phone call ever made, eg:  

•      it’s the longest distance phone call ever made. 

■       nobody has ever done it before. 

1 mark 

7.      Award 2 marks for all four answers correct. 

Award 1 mark for three answers correct. 

  

    True False 

  The astronauts experience less 

gravity on the Moon than in space. 
  ✔ 

  The first pictures of the Moon were 

upside down. 
✔   

  The Lunar Module has round 

windows. 
  ✔ 

  Armstrong wasn’t meant to come 

out until midnight. 
✔   

up to 2 marks 

 


